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We present a molecular dynamics simulation study of the phase diagram and melting scenarios of
two-dimensional Hertzian spheres with exponent 7/2. We have found multiple re-entrant melting of
a single crystal with a triangular lattice in a wide range of densities from 0.5 to 10.0. Depending on
the position on the phase diagram, the triangular crystal has been shown to melt through both two-
stage melting with a first-order hexatic - isotropic liquid transition and a continuous solid - hexatic
transition as well as in accordance with the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young
(BKTHNY) scenario (two continuous transitions with an intermediate hexatic phase). We studied
the behavior of heat capacity and have shown that despite two-stage melting, the heat capacity has
one peak which seems to correspond to a solid-hexatic transition.
PACS numbers: 61.20.Gy, 61.20.Ne, 64.60.Kw
INTRODUCTION
The behavior of soft/deformable colloidal mesoparticle
systems such as dendrimers, star polymers, and block-
copolymer micelles presents much interest for interdisci-
plinary studies in physical chemistry, materials science,
and soft matter [1–3]. Today, the question of how to
link the interaction potential shape to phase behavior
still remains one of the serious challenges in the field of
soft matter and is very important for the development of
materials with novel optical, mechanical, and electronic
properties [4–13]. At high enough densities, polymeric
nanocolloids self-organize in a number of ordered struc-
tures including close-packed and nonclose-packed crys-
talline phases [14–17]. The naive point of view is that
the variety of complex crystalline phases is a result of
colloid shape anisotropy and/or directional (anisotropic)
interactions, however, it was shown that different non-
close-packed structures could be obtained using isotropic
potentials like, for instance, two scale repulsive shoulder
potentials [18–24]. At the same time, there is a great va-
riety of nontrivial phenomenological interactions, some of
which even lead to complete overlap among the compo-
nents and demonstrate very rich phase behavior [1, 5, 15–
17]. A popular possibility is to view particles as elas-
tic spheres which repel each other on contact (Hertzian
spheres). For small deformations, repulsion is additive-
pair-wise and according to the Hertz theory proportional
to h5/2, where h is the indentation of the contact zone [5].
In three dimensions this power law gives rise to a com-
plex phase diagram, including water-like anomalous be-
havior [25, 26]. Recently, the behavior of two-dimensional
Hertzian spheres has become a topic of considerable in-
terest [27–30].
The generalized Hertzian potential used for the phe-
nomenological description of deformable colloidal parti-
cles has the following form:
U(r) = ε (1− r/σ)αH(1− r), (1)
whereH(r) is the Heaviside step function and parameters
ε and σ set the energy and length scales. The Hertzian
potential with α=5/2 corresponds to the elastic energy
of deformation of two spheres.
Due to well-developed fluctuations and influence of
confinement, 2D systems demonstrate many unusual fea-
tures which cannot be seen in three dimensional sys-
tems with the same type of inter-particle interaction.
The most striking example is the melting of 2D crys-
tals. While in three dimensions melting occurs as a first
order phase transition only, it seems that there are three
different melting scenarios of 2D crystals which are the
most popular at the moment (see, for instance, review
[31] and the references therein). As in the 3D case,
melting can occur through one first-order transition [32–
36]. However, in addition, there are two completely
different scenarios. The first one is the Berezinskii-
Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young (BKTHNY)
theory which is widely accepted now. This theory has
support in computer simulations and real experiments
[31, 37–50]). According to this theory 2D solids melt
through two Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) type
transitions [37–41]. At the first transition the dissoci-
ation of bound dislocation pairs occurs, which leads to
the transformation of long-range orientational order into
quasi-long-range one, and quasi-long-range positional or-
der becomes short-range. The new intermediate phase
with quasi-long-range orientational order is called a hex-
atic phase with a zero shear modulus. The hexatic phase
can be considered as a quasi-ordered liquid. In the course
of the second transition the hexatic phase transforms into
an isotropic liquid with short-range orientational and po-
sitional orders through unbinding disclination pairs. It
should be noted, that strictly speaking the BKTHNY
theory only exists for triangular lattices. There are no
renormalization group equations for lattices with other
symmetries. The BKTHNY theory only provides the lim-
its of stability of solid and hexatic phases.
2Another melting scenario was proposed in Refs. [51–
55]. In computer simulations [51–55] and in experiments
[56] it was shown that the system could melt through
a continuous BKT type solid-hexatic transition, but the
hexatic-liquid transition is of the first order. In paper
[54] (see also [57, 58]) a detailed study of a soft disk
system with potential U(r) = (σ/r)n was presented. It
was shown that the system melted in accordance with
the BKTHNY scenario for n ≤ 6, while for n > 6 a
two-stage melting transition took place with a continuous
solid-hexatic and first-order hexatic-liquid transition.
For a long time only close-packed triangular crystal
structures were observed in experimental studies, and
the BKTHNY theory was good for analysis of melting
of these systems. However, in the last decades many ex-
perimental investigations and computer simulations have
demonstrated that 2D and quasi-2D systems also demon-
strate other crystalline structures. Square ice formation
when water is confined between two graphene planes was
reported in Ref. [59]. The square phase of a one atom
thick iron layer in graphene was also observed in Ref.
[60]. Even more complex phases were observed in 2D
colloidal systems [61]. However, until now experimen-
tal observations of ordered 2D structures other than a
triangular lattice are rather rare.
At the same time many computational works report
the appearance of complex 2D structures including a
square phase [19–21, 62, 63], a honeycomb lattice [62, 63],
a Kagome lattice [64], different quasicrystalline phases
[23, 65–67], etc.
Hertzian spheres demonstrate extremely complex
phase diagrams and liquid state anomalies in both three-
dimensional and two-dimensional spaces (see Refs. [25]
and [26] for a phase diagram and anomalous behavior of
3D Hertzian spheres and [27] for the 2D case).
Two-dimensional Hertzian spheres demonstrate a large
variety of different ordered phases, including a dodecago-
nal quasicrystal [27]. Interestingly, Hertzian spheres with
α=5/2 demonstrate all three melting scenarios in the
same system and tricritical points where a change of the
melting scenarios occurs [27, 29]).
The phase diagram of the system is also extremely sen-
sitive to control parameter α. In Ref. [28] three different
values of α were considered: 3/2, 5/2 and 7/2. It was
found that increasing α led to a decrease in the number
of different phases in the system. This result was con-
firmed in Ref. [30] where a very elaborate study of phases
appearing in a Hertzian system with α ranging from 2 to
3 was performed. It was shown that at the values of
α < 2.2 there were many different ordered phases. In
particular, complex phases like a sigma phase or a kite
phase were observed in the system. Moreover, a Hertz
system with α < 2.75 could demonstrate quasicrystalline
phases [27, 30]. However, at α=3 only triangular and
rhombic phases were found [30]. In Ref. [28] a Hertzian
system with α=7/2 was studied and it was shown that
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FIG. 1: The phase diagram of a Hertz system with α=7/2.
The line shows the data from [28]. The symbols show our
results (see the text). The horizontal line marks the T=0.003
isotherm at which the study of the phase diagram at high
density is performed in the present paper.
the only crystalline phase appearing in the system was a
triangular crystal (Fig. 1). At the same time the melting
line of the system appears to be very complex. In spite of
the single crystalline phase in the system the melting line
is non-monotonous, with several maxima and minima.
Such a complex shape of the single phase melting line is
extremely interesting and deserves to be studied. More-
over, as it was shown in recent publications [27, 29],the
triangular phase of a Hertzian system with α=5/2 melted
through different scenarios at different densities. One can
expect that Hertzian spheres with α=7/2 also demon-
strate different melting scenarios.
Another intriguing problem that is rarely discussed in
literature is investigating heat capacity behavior in 2D
melting. The peculiarities of heat capacity behavior in
2D melting can be related to a change in the density of
topological defects. The BKT transition is an infinite
order (continuous) phase transition. Continuous phase
transitions are accompanied by divergences in thermo-
dynamic quantities caused by the divergence of the cor-
relation length as critical temperature Tc is approached.
For the BKT transition there is an exponential diver-
gence of isochoric heat capacity cv(T ) [69]. It is so rapid
and occurs within such a narrow temperature range that
the divergence in cV cannot be resolved in simulations
or in experiments [69]. The value of cv measured for
the BKT transition in an X − Y model is sketched in
Fig. 9.4.3 in Ref. [69] and has unobservable essential sin-
gularity at Tc and and a nonuniversal model-dependent
maximum above Tc associated with the entropy liberated
by the unbinding of bound topological defect pairs. Us-
ing large-scale Monte Carlo simulation for the BKTHNY
transition in a Lennard-Jones system [70] the authors ob-
served one broad peak in the specific heat per particle.
In Ref. [68] a melting transition of superparamagnetic
3colloidal spheres confined in two dimensions was stud-
ied. This system had long-range interaction and melted
in accordance with the BKTHNY scenario, and it was
shown that there was only one smooth peak inside the
hexatic phase. At the same time in non-ideal Yukawa
systems [71] the BKTHNY transition is accompanied by
two singularities (”jumps”) for the heat capacities near
temperatures of the fluid-to-hexatic phase and hexatic-
to-”perfect” (without defects) crystal transitions. The
question is whether in the case of two-stage melting one
would observe two peaks on the cv(T ) curve and where
these possible peaks would be located or there is only one
peak related to the melting transition.
The goal of the present paper is to study the melting
scenarios of a 2D Hertzian sphere system with control
parameter α=7/2 and to investigate the behavior of heat
capacity cv(T ) across the melting line.
SYSTEM AND METHODS
The simulation setup is similar to the one described in
Ref. [27]. We use rescaled number density ρ˜ = Nσ2/A
and temperature T˜ = kBT/ε and omit tildes in what
follows. Firstly, we simulated a small system of 5000
particles in a rectangular box under periodic boundary
conditions in a wide range of densities from ρmin=0.5
to ρmax=10.0 at temperature T=0.003. The molecular
dynamics in a canonical ensemble (constant number of
particles N , square of the system A, and temperature
T ) was used. According to Ref. [28], at this temperature
there are two crystalline regions on this way: the first one
in the range of densities (approximately) 1.5 - 3.5 and the
second one in range 4.4 - 7.2. We roughly localize phase
boundaries from the equations of state and radial dis-
tribution functions (rdfs) in a small system. The small
systems are propagated for 5 · 106 steps with time step
dt=0.001. The first 2.5 · 106 steps were used for equili-
bration and the last 2.5 · 106 were used for production.
At the second step we used larger systems and smaller
density intervals in order to locate precise phase bound-
aries. We used a system of 20000 particles at densities
below 3.6 and 45000 particles above this threshold. The
number of particles was increased at higher densities in
order to evaluate the spatial correlation functions at large
enough separations.
Special attention was paid to the region of the first
maximum on the phase diagram. In this case we calcu-
lated a complete melting line up to a maximum. The
simulation methodology was the same: we roughly lo-
calized phase boundaries simulating a small system and
after that we performed simulations with 20000 particle
systems to find precise phase boundaries.
In order to estimate the phase boundaries we used
the method based on a combination of equations of
state, orientational and translational order parameters
and their correlation functions. The local orientational
order parameter (OOP) was defined in the following way
[22, 42, 43, 58]:
ψ6(ri) =
1
n(i)
n(i)∑
j=1
einθij , (2)
where θij is the angle of the vector between particles i
and j with respect to the reference axis and the sum over
j is counting the n(i) nearest-neighbors of j, obtained
from the Voronoi construction. The global OOP can be
calculated as an average over all particles:
Ψ6 =
1
N
〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
ψ6(ri)
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (3)
The translational order parameter (TOP) has the fol-
lowing form [22, 42, 43, 58]:
ΨT =
1
N
〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
eiGri
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (4)
where ri is the position vector of particle i and G is the
reciprocal-lattice vector of the first shell of the crystal
lattice.
The orientational correlation function (OCF) is defined
as
g6(r) =
〈Ψ6(r)Ψ∗6(0)〉
g(r)
, (5)
where g(r) =< δ(ri)δ(rj) > is the pair distribution func-
tion. In the hexatic phase the long-range behavior of
g6(r) has the form g6(r) ∝ r−η6 with η6 ≤ 14 [42, 43].
Analogously, the translational correlation function
(TCF) is given by
gT (r) =
< exp(iG(ri − rj)) >
g(r)
, (6)
where r = |ri − rj |. In the solid phase the long-range
behavior of GT (r) has the form gT (r) ∝ r−ηT with ηT ≤
1
3 [42, 43]. In the hexatic phase and isotropic liquid gT
decays exponentially.
In addition, we also studied the behavior of isochoric
heat capacity along the phase transitions. The heat
capacity was calculated from the fluctuation formula
cV =
<U2>−<U>2
NkB(T )2
, where U is the energy of the system
[73]. In the present paper we calculate the fluctuation
of potential energy only, and therefore the values of the
heat capacity are the difference between the full heat ca-
pacity and the ideal gas value cV,id = 1. For the sake of
brevity we call it simply as cV .
At the second stage of the work we performed longer
simulations of 5·107 steps. Moreover, 2D systems demon-
strate extremely strong fluctuations, and the results were
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FIG. 2: Orientational and translational order parameters ψ6
and ψT along isotherm T=0.003.
still noisy. In order to remove the noise we simulated
several replicas of the system. The initial configuration
was always a triangular crystal, but the initial velocities
were different. Up to 80 replicas were used; however,
in most cases 50 replicas gave acceptable accuracy. The
final pressures and heat capacities were calculated by av-
eraging over all replicas.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly we studied the order parameters of a small sys-
tem of 5000 particles (Fig. 2) at temperature T=0.003.
We performed very quick calculations to roughly estimate
phase boundaries. Fig. 2 shows the OOP and TOP of
the system. One can see that there are two regions where
both order parameters have finite values, i.e. the system
has two zones where the crystalline phase is stable. These
regions are ρ = 1.4 ÷ 3.8 and ρ = 4.4 ÷ 7.8. Therefore
four regions of phase transitions can be identified. In
Fig. 2 these regions are marked with letters from a to
d. Below we will use these letters to denote the regions
of the phase diagram. In the vicinity of regions a and
c, an increase in density leads to the transformation of
a liquid into solid, while at transition borders b and d
re-entrant melting of the solid takes place. In order to
obtain the phase boundaries more accurately, we studied
these regions with a larger system and performed longer
simulations (see the methods above).
It is common knowledge that 2D systems demonstrate
strong fluctuations. As a result one needs to collect a very
large statistic in order to get reliable results. Although
we performed rather long simulations (5 · 107 steps) we
found that the accuracy of the results was not sufficient.
Because of this we performed more simulations with dif-
ferent initial velocities. We called such configurations
different replicas. Up to 80 replicas of the same system
were considered. Fig. 3 (a) shows the equation of state of
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FIG. 3: (a) Comparison of the equations of state for 80, 50,
20 and one replica of the system at T=0.003. The inset en-
larges the region of the Mayer-Wood loop. (b) Comparison of
heat capacity for 80, 50, 20 and one replica of the system at
T=0.003. The inset shows the heat capacity for 80 replicas.
the system in region a for a different number of replicas.
One can see that the results for a single replica are very
noisy. In the case of 20 replicas the results are better,
but still not very accurate. We find that only averaging
over 80 replicas gives acceptable accuracy.
After averaging over 80 replicas we observed that the
equation of state demonstrated the Mayer-Wood loop
which signalizes the presence of a first-order phase tran-
sition (Fig. 3 (a)). In order to distinguish between the
first and the third scenarios of melting we studied order
parameters ψ6 and ψT and their correlation functions in
a system of 20000 particles. Fig. 4 shows the transla-
tional and orientational correlation functions of the sys-
tem in the region of melting at the lowest densities. One
can see that the transition from the crystal into hexatic
phase occurs at density ρBKT=1.508. The instability of
the hexatic phase takes place at ρ=1.496, which is in the
middle of the Mayer-Wood loop. This situation corre-
sponds to the third melting scenario, i.e. the continuous
BKT transition from the solid to hexatic phase and the
first-order one from the hexatic phase to the isotropic
liquid. The densities of the hexatic and liquid phases at
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FIG. 4: (a) The translational and (b) orientational correlation
functions of the system in the density region corresponding to
a transition from liquid into a triangular phase at low density
(region a in terms of Fig. 2 (b)). T=0.003.
coexistence are ρhex=1.506 and ρliq=1.493.
We also studied the isochoric heat capacity of the sys-
tem (Fig. 3 (b)). One can see that the heat capacity
is more sensitive to the quality of statistical averaging
than the equation of state. It demonstrates a single peak
at ρ=1.498 after averaging over 80 replicas. Besides, cV
demonstrates a small second peak at ρ=1.502 with 50
replicas. One can conclude that inappropriate averaging
can lead to qualitatively wrong results in the case of 2D
systems. The real peak appears inside the Mayer-Wood
loop of the hexatic to liquid transition, in the neighbor-
hood of the hexatic phase stability limit. As discussed
in the Introduction, one can conclude from Fig. 3 (b)
that the peak is related to a solid-hexatic transition. In
this case the BKT transition occurs at ρBKT=1.508 with
unobservable essential singularity at ρBKT and a nonuni-
versal model-dependent ”bump” below ρBKT associated
with the entropy liberated by the unbinding of dislocation
pairs. It is interesting to note, that due to this very thor-
ough averaging we do not observe a possible δ function
peak related to a first-order hexatic-liquid transition.
We proceeded by a more detailed investigation of re-
gion b (see Fig. 2). Here the equation of state and heat
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FIG. 5: (a) The equation of state and (b) heat capacity of
the system in region b. T=0.003.
capacity are less noisy and 50 replicas of the system are
sufficient to get reasonable statistical averaging. Figs. 5
(a) and (b) show the equation of state and the heat ca-
pacity of the system in region b at temperature T=0.003.
One can see that the equation of state does not demon-
strate any loops, therefore we do not observe a first or-
der phase transition. The system melts in accordance
with the BKTHNY scenario. Figs. 6 shows the OCF
(panel a) and TCF (panel b) of the system in region b.
One can see that the crystal to hexatic transition takes
place at ρsh=3.28 and from the hexatic to liquid phase at
ρhl=3.45. It is also shown that the maximum of heat ca-
pacity is located in the neighborhood of the hexatic phase
stability limit and near the hexatic to liquid transition.
Let us consider the melting line in regions a and b
at higher temperatures. Fig. 7 shows the equations of
state in region a at three different temperatures. One
can see the Mayer-Wood loop T=0.004. However, at
T=0.005 the Mayer-Wood loop disappears. Therefore,
the melting scenarios change and melting proceeds in ac-
cordance with the BKTHNY theory. No loop is observed
at T=0.0058.
A system of Hertz spheres with α=5/2 was studied in
our previous work [27]. It was shown that the melting
line of the low density triangular crystal had two tricrit-
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FIG. 6: (a) The orientational and (b) translational correlation
functions in region b. T=0.003.
ical points: at the maximum on the melting line and at
T=0.0034 at the right branch (region b in the notation
of the present paper). The results of this paper demon-
strate that Hertz spheres with α=7/2 have only one tri-
critical point at the left branch (region a). No changes of
the melting scenarios take place at the maximum of the
melting line.
The melting line of a low density triangular crystal is
shown in Fig. 8. The location of heat capacity maxima is
also shown. One can see that the heat capacity maximum
almost coincides with the disappearance of orientational
order in accordance with the OCF. In the case of a single
first order hexatic to liquid transition it is located in a
two-phase region (see, for example, Fig. 3 (b)). In the
case of the BKTHNY scenario a heat capacity maximum
is located near the hexatic to isotropic liquid transition
(Fig. 5). But in both cases the heat capacity maximum
is close to the hexatic phase stability limit. It is inter-
esting, that the heat capacity demonstrates peaks even
at T=0.0025 and ρ=3.9. This temperature is below the
minimum of the melting line and is deep inside the solid
phase. The location of the heat capacity peak seems to
coincide with the density of the minimum of the melt-
ing line. Also the height of the maximum is much lower
compared with the peaks related to the melting transi-
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FIG. 7: The isotherms of the system crossing the melting line
in region a.
tion. One can suppose that in the vicinity of the melting
line minimum there is smooth structural reconstruction
producing this maximum.
We proceed with considering region c. Here we again
performed simulation of 50 replicas in order to get a re-
liable statistic. The equation of state again does not
demonstrate the Mayer-Wood loop (Fig. 9 (a)), there-
fore the BKTHNY scenario is realized in this case. The
maximum of heat capacity appears at ρ=4.48 (Fig. 9 (b)).
The limits of stability of the solid and hexatic phases
are obtained from correlation functions g6 and gT
70.002
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FIG. 8: The melting line of a low density triangular crystal
(regions a and b). The inset enlarges region a at T=0.003.
The location of the heat capacity maxima is also shown. The
loop - is the points obtained from the Mayer-Wood loop, g6 -
is a solid to hexatic transition from the OCF, gT - is a hexatic
to isotropic liquid transition from the TCF, cVmax - is the
location of the heat capacity maxima.
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FIG. 9: (a) The equation of state and (b) heat capacity of
the system in region c at T=0.003.
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FIG. 10: ((a) The orientational and (b) translational correla-
tion functions in region c at T=0.003.
(Fig. 10). The solid to hexatic transition takes place
at density ρsh=4.74 and the hexatic to liquid one at
ρhl=4.472. It means that the peak of heat capacity ap-
pears close to the hexatic to liquid transition.
Finally we studied the system in region d. The equa-
tion of state at T=0.003 does not demonstrate the Meyer-
Wood loop, and one can conclude that in this region the
system melts in accordance with the BKTHNY scenario.
The situation is similar to regions b and c. From the
long-range behavior of the OCF and TCF one can see
that the transition from solid to hexatic phase takes place
at ρsh=7.36 and the transformation of the hexatic phase
into the isotropic liquid occurs at ρhl=7.42.
In Ref. [28] it was found that the melting line of a
Hertzian system with α=7/2 had a complex shape with
multiple maxima and minima. Our calculations confirm
this unusual result. However, the nature of such a com-
plex shape of the melting line of the same phase remains
vague. To shed light on this problem we studied the
equations of state and the structure of the solid phase in
the region of densities from b to c below the melting line.
Fig. 11 (a) shows the first peak of the rdf at T=0.002
as a function of density. Usually with an increase in den-
sity the location of the first peak shifts towards smaller
r’s while its height increases. Here we clearly see that
8although the location of the first peak behaves normally
(Fig. 11 (b)) its height decreases with density increasing
to ρ=4.0 where a minimum is observed (Fig. 11 (c)).
This density of the minimum is close to the density of
the melting line minimum. Such unusual behavior of the
rdfs is well known in liquids where it signalizes smooth
structural crossover, i.e. the structure changes without a
phase transition. A structural crossover in liquids usually
leads to the appearance of a maximum on the melting line
(see, for example, [74]). In the present work the situa-
tion is more complex: there is no change in the structure
(only a triangular crystal is observed), however, the un-
usual dependence of its rdfs leads to the appearance of a
minimum on the melting line.
Another unusual property of the phase diagram is
its quasi-periodic shape. In the density interval up to
rho=10.0 which was studied in [28] there are three peaks.
Such complex phase diagrams can be observed in core-
softened systems with several length scales in the poten-
tial [19–23]. In the case of deformable Hertzian potential
there is only one length scale. Here we suppose, that
complex phase behavior can be related to the absence of
singularity of the potential in the origin and to high com-
pressibility of the system. As a result of these two factors,
more coordination spheres come into the realm of poten-
tial influence when the system is compressed. Fig. 12
shows the rdfs of the system in the vicinity of the phase
transition regions. Regions a and c correspond to nor-
mal melting, i.e. the melting curve has a positive slope
in these regions (a solid is denser than a liquid), while
regions b and d are re-entrant melting regions, i.e. the
liquid has higher density than the solid. The vertical line
shows the potential cut-off distance. One can see that in
region a the first peak of the rdf is within the potential
range while the first minimum is out of it. In the vicinity
of region b the first minimum of the rdf is within the po-
tential cut-off distance, while the second maximum is still
out of potential cut-off. The system crystallizes again in
region c where the second peak is within the interaction
range. Finally, in region d the second minimum is inside
the potential cut-off distance. From these observations
we see that when a peak of the rdf occurs in the distance
within the interaction range (r=1.0) the system crystal-
lizes, while when a minimum of the rdf takes place in this
realm the system experiences re-entrant melting. There-
fore, crystallization of the system is strongly influenced
by the number of coordination shells within the interac-
tion range.
In order to evaluate the influence of different coordina-
tion shells we performed the following procedure. In the
case of an ideal triangular lattice the relation between
the density and the lattice parameter is a = ρ
√
3/2. The
second neighbor distance is a
√
3 and the third one is
2a. The particles interact if the distance between them
is below cut off rc=1.0. Therefore, we can calculate how
many coordination shells are within the interaction range
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FIG. 11: (a) The first peak of the rdf at T=0.002. (b) The
location of the first peak of the rdf at T=0.002. (c) The height
of the first peak of the rdf at T=0.002.
for some density of a triangular lattice.
At T=0 the particles start to interact (i.e. the distance
between the nearest neighbors becomes equal to unity) at
density ρ=1.1547 (the Start point in Fig. 13). This point
corresponds to crystallization at branch a of the melting
line. The contribution of the first neighbors to the energy
becomes positive U1 6= 0, while the contribution of the
highest order neighbors is zero U2 = U3 = U4=0. The
Max− 1 point corresponds to the first maximum of the
melting line (the merging of the a and b regions). At this
9FIG. 12: The radial distribution functions along the T=0.003
isotherms in the vicinity of the regions of phase transitions.
Panels a, b, c and d correspond to regions a, b, c, and d. The
vertical line shows the r=1.0 threshold, which is the realm of
influence of the potential.
point the energy is still determined by the first coordina-
tion shell only. The Min− 1 point is at ρ=3.9 where the
minimum of the melting line takes place. At this point
the second coordination shell comes into the interaction
distance. The second maximum of the melting line is de-
noted asMax−2. At this point three coordination shells
are within the interaction range. Finally, at the second
minimum of the melting line (point Min− 2) four coor-
dination shells are within the cut-off distance. One can
see that when an odd number of coordination shells is
within the cut-off distance the melting line has a positive
slope and the solid density is higher than the density of
the corresponding liquid, whilst when the number of co-
ordination shells becomes even the melting curve passes
the maximum and turns to a negative slope with the liq-
uid density higher than the solid one. Therefore, the
complex shape of the phase diagram should be related to
the inclusion of higher order neighbors in the interaction
range.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents a molecular dynamics simula-
tion study of the phase diagram and melting scenar-
ios of a two-dimensional system of Hertzian spheres
with control parameter α=7/2 previously studied in
Ref. [28]. It is shown that depending on the posi-
tion on the phase diagram, the system can melt both
in accordance with the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless-
Halperin-Nelson-Young (BKTHNY) scenario (two con-
tinuous transitions with an intermediate hexatic phase)
as well as through a two-stage melting with a first-order
hexatic-isotropic liquid transition and a continuous solid-
hexatic BKT transition. The behavior of heat capacity
was studied. We show that despite two-stage melting, the
heat capacity has one peak which seems to correspond
to a solid-hexatic transition. This peak is a nonuniver-
sal model-dependent maximum below the solid-hexatic
transition density associated with the entropy liberated
by the unbinding of bound dislocation pairs [45, 69]. In
the case of the first-order hexatic-liquid transition the
heat capacity peak is located inside the two-phase region
while in the case of the BKTHNY scenario the peak is in-
side the hexatic phase in the vicinity of the hexatic-liquid
transition. The form of the phase diagram is related to
the number of coordination shells inside the potential
range.
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